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Personal Safety Plan

This safety plan is designed for

Implementation Date

Review Date

Br KC (JC)

1 October 2011

1 September 2012

Brief History of individual
JC was born in 1932. He made his first profession in 1952. He worked in a number of schools over 20
years and was principal of 5 of these primary schools. In 1975 he commenced his second novitiate.
From 1976 to 1987 he was the Assistant Religious Education Coordinator in Canberra. From 1987 to
1988 he studied at Spokane. From 1988 to 1993 he returned to Canberra as Religious Education
Coordinator. From 1994 to 1997 he performed general duties away from minors at Dundas
Conference Centre. From 1997 he was at Mittagong Farmhouse until he served a custodial sentence
from 2008 to 2010. He then served periodic detention and is presently living in a licenced aged care
facility in Canberra where the manager is aware of his background and his supervision conditions.

History of problem behaviours
In 1993 an ex student of Marist College Canberra contacted the Provincial of the Marist Brothers
with a complaint against JC. The original complaint was for inappropriate hugging. After a review by
the Provincial including interviews with Father BL and JU the Provincial withdrew JC from all child
related activities and teaching. Subsequently a number of complaints surfaced. It seems that the first
actual known offence which came to the attention of a local Brother was in 1962 at Bondi. This
offence was reported to the province administration in 2003. The ·Canberra offences seemed to have
ranged from 1976 to 1990. Most offences were for inappropriate touching. These were a serious
breach of trust and led to a wide range of after affects on the victims. Considerable publicity and
litigation followed as a result of this.

Treatment History and outcomes
JC began to see a counsellor periodically in 1995 after the first complaints were made and was
removed from teaching in the beginning of 1994. Initially the reported incidents were thought to be
isolated. Reports multiplied and JC followed a specialised six months Encompass treatment and
rehabilitation program. A supervision group was set up following this and regular counselling. The
outcomes seem to have been very positive. JC was assessed low as risk. The usual therapeutic
programs for sexual offenders in custody were waived as a result of the comprehensive Encompass
program. Following release from custody JC met regularly with Professor Bruce Stevens in the ACT
for supervision therapy. That continues. The Province Professional Standards Officer is the
immediate supervisor of JC.
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Consequences for non-compliance with the plan
JC understands the need to comply with the conditions of supervision as laid down by the ACT
Corrective Services and the Marist Provincial. Non compliance with ACT Corrective Services means
resentencing and probable full time or periodic detention. The Marist Brothers would report any non
compliance to ACT Corrective Services. Non compliance would also mean a general review of
freedom and supervision routine. This would reduce his degree of personal freedom.
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